
STARDROPS
NOV 29 – DEC 5, 2020

Lunar Eclipse in Gemini  Nov 25 – Dec 3, peaking exact on November 30, 
2020

Caution required now with making important decisions – engaging in meetings where clear 
judgment is crucial, setting up appointments, signing documents and attempting to convey a 
message which has deep meaning. Beware of becoming entangled in drama.

Disengage from pressures to commit to big purchases. Watch out for being pressured into 
anything. People could miss key points, gossip and mislead others.  Issues would be 
exaggerated. Taken out of context. Stressful confrontations or information you're involved in, 
might lack verification, or take a double turn, where others were heading one direction, and 
suddenly take a side path.



Crucial decisions or messages received which demand response, from the beginning of Nov 23
to Dec 3, peaking especially Nov 30, could seem normal, but might have hidden problems. 
Communication might seem straight and clear, yet the Moon in Gemini inconjunct Venus in 
Scorpio, which by the way is opposing Uranus can reveal secret issues in the back of 
someone's mind leading eventually to mistrust, alienation and indirect shunning.

This astrology cycle is not such a big deal unless you're counting on everyone being honest, 
reasonable and accurate during this end of November, first part of December, 2020. You all 
know how I feel about Lunar Eclipses. With practice, one can be on guard weeks before a 
lunar eclipse to resist any temptation to stir up trouble, thus avoiding making bad karma with 
others, or sabotage yourself.

Nov 30, 2020     Mercury 28* Scorpio sextile Saturn at 28*
Capricorn 
 There are a few people in your circle who have your back. Certain
people provide mature and experienced advice now. This cycle
assists in sharing information with just a few, who have
knowledge, common sense and analytical thinking, may be in a
position to help you with future plans or assist you in organizing
your thoughts around financial/health/relationship issues.



Remember, today is also the Lunar Eclipse, so even thought you're receiving help, maybe it 
would be best to wait a few days before committing to anything.

Dec 4, 2020      Mercury at 6* Sagittarius trine Chiron 6* Aries   Any wounds you have 
incurred in the past can be solved or shifted in some way. Physical?  Emotional and 
Psychological? Today might hold a key for an adjustment of an attitude or perspective you've 
had all this time. Be open to healing.

Dec 5, 2020       Venus at 18* Scorpio trine Neptune at 18* Pisces   Venus, our love and social
magnetic planet, music arts and sensitivity is receiving beautiful inspirations from Spiritually 
and Higher Vibration Neptune. Meditation, self care and healing, spiritual communion are 
strong. Any act of service definitely adds points to your score card in heaven. All things done 
from love soar up to your own Causal Body held in place for you by your Higher Self. Venus 
trine Neptune would be one of those precious moments where true support, compassion and 
depth of love motivates our actions.

Dec 7-9          Sun at 18* Sagittarius square Neptune at 18* Pisces      Shortly after such sweet 
inspiration comes the possibility of such generosity or kindness given to be taken advantage 
of, misconstrued or not returned in kind. Continue to protect that precious space of higher 
vision, love and positive intention now, even though disappointments or negative energies 
might try to move in on your moment. Push it back, roll it off and dissolve it in a special vessel
of fire. Write down the problem or hurt in a letter to the Archangels and literally sign your 
name on the bottom and burn it.
You deserve to retain your up and powerfully positive supportive and clear perspective with 
inspiration. 
With the continuation of Mars retro in Aries square to Pluto-Jupiter-Saturn in Capricorn,
personal limitations, restrictions, frustrations and your natural need for freedom and be in 
some form of control  could be agitating.  Globally, a continuation of epic Control Wars for 
dominion over people of earth continues. 

Below are dates captured from one of several Mars Stardrops released where dates were 
broken down as the most high tension, personally and globally. These dates can be moments 
of urgency and stress personally and globally.



Take a positive approach each day, to your life and future. Keep concentrating upon 
what outcome which brings the greatest relief and victory in your life now, instead of
concentrating upon what's wrong.

See you after another week's worth of jam packed drama!  Christine
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